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Interior designers Parshad Waichal and Varsha Waichal of Parshad Waichal

Interiors always strive to create a better environment through their amazing

projects. “We obstinately endeavor to retain classical roots with an

administration for everything that is natural and yet evolve with the changing

times with a constant statement.” An artist has to be his own inspiration. It is a

perpetual process as it is an illimitable journey.

SHOWCASE l PROJECT

QUIRKY CHUTZPAH

Interior Designers Parshad Waichal and Varsha Waichal gave a quirky and

vibrant look to their project Tanatan, a restaurant located in Kolhapur, India.

CLICK HERE TO READ THE  COMPLETE STORY
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INDIA IN A

MICROCOSM

Dev Dutt is a marketing professional based in Chennai for the last one year. Dev

is an ardent collector of artistic artefacts from all over his travels. His residence

is beautiful and tastefully done up with arts and crafts that he has collected

from all over the country - a microcosm of India. In the first story from our series

of ‘Walking Through Design’, he spoke to The Tiles of India at length about his

passion and personal style. According to him 'Design is something very

personal and reflects the person you are. Collections need not be expensive,

but you should love living with them.’

Here is our interview with him… 

How did this immense passion for art and decor evolve? 
I always loved art and appreciated things of beauty. With my travels around the

world and in India, that latent desire got accentuated. I see art in everything -

from the mundane to the sublime.

CLICK HERE TO READ THE COMPLETE STORY

INDIA IN A MICROCOSM

In the first of our series of, ‘Walking Through Design’, we present the beautiful,

artistic residence of Dev Dutt, a collector and connoisseur of all things Indian.

WALKING THROUGH DESIGN
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Lesley Naa Norle Lokko is a Ghanaian-Scottish architect, academic, and

novelist of eleven best-selling novels. She was born in Dundee, the daughter of

a Ghanaian surgeon and a Scottish Jewish mother, and grew up in Ghana and

Scotland. At the age of 17 she went to a private boarding school in England.

She began studying Hebrew and Arabic at Oxford University, but left the

programme to go to the United States. She graduated from the Bartlett

School of Architecture, University College London, with a BSc(Arch) in 1992,

and an March in 1995.

CLICK HERE TO READ THE  COMPLETE STORY

Architect, academic and novelist Lesley Lokko leads the way with her

thoughts and ideas, we present a profile…
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